
Distributed Systems and Algorithms— Exam 1 Solutions

Question 2 (10 points)

Lamport clocks do not satisfy the Strong Clock Condition in the specified system model. The Strong Clock Condition
says: C(e) < C(f) if and only if e→ f . The counter-example below shows a violation of the Strong Clock Condition.
Here, C(e) < C(f), but e||f .
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Question 3 (10 points)
The modified algorithm does guarantee the Strong Clock Condition.

To show this, we first observe that, since ρ� 1, every process’s physical clock is monotonically increasing.

We then refer to the proof shown in class that the original vector clock algorithm satisfies the Strong Clock Condition.
We observe that in Case 1 of the proof that e → f implies e.V < f.V , we first needed to show that if e and f are
subsequent events on the same process, and e occurs first, then e.V < f.V . Here, the proof relied on the fact that
f.V (i) = e.V (i) + 1, but in fact, all we need is for f.V (i) to be greater than e.V (i). In the modified algorithm, since
the physical clock is monotonically increasing, it holds that f.V (i) > e.V (i). The remainder of the proof can be
directly applied to the modified algorithm without any changes.

Question 4 (10 points)

Since communication between S and PA is asynchronous, we will use Cristian’s algorithm to synchronize the clock
at PA. PA will record the round trip time TRT between sending its request and receiving a response with the time t
from S. PA will set its clock to t+ TRT

2 . PA will then send a message containing t to PB .

We use the following definitions:
minSA is the known lower bound on message delay from S to PA

minAB is the known lower bound on message delay from PA to PB

maxAB is the known upper bound on message delay from PA to PB

When PB receives the message from PA, the earliest time it can be at the time server is t+minSA +minAB. The
latest time it can be at the time server is t+ TRT −minSA +maxAB .
The length of this interval is: TRT − 2minSA +maxAB −minAB .
Half of the length of the interval is: TRT

2 −minSA + maxAB−minAB

2 .

PB sets its clock to t+minSA +minAB + TRT

2 −minSA + maxAB−minAB

2 = t+ TRT

2 + maxAB+minAB

2 .

The error of PB ’s clock after synchronization is ±
(
TRT

2 −minSA + maxAB−minAB

2

)
.

Note: there was no penalty for assuming minSA = minAB.


